
SUSAN YOUNG

BRAND // BUSINESS // FUTURE



Natural 

and truly 

authentic

Susan will change your thinking

and provide your audience with 

ideas and solutions to broaden their 

own perspective regarding careers, 

business and the true meaning of 

being a brand. 

Susan knows what can truly be 

achieved in the new world of work 

and what you need to stay relevant. 
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Keynote 

Talk

Never boring

Always entertaining

After years of working in roles where bullying was rife, 

Susan's belief was that she couldn't ask for help, so when 

a 4th redundancy happened, she knew it was time to 

take her career into her own hands. 

Melbourne's No. 1 Personal Brand Management Agency 

was created using all of the knowledge & skills she had 

learned, Susan realised that she had 'invented' herself a 

business & career and that this was the future of work. 

She has led and taught 100's of 'new age' entrepreneurs 

through successful career transitions and is on a mission 

to show the world what is possible when you truly 

believe in yourself and BE yourself.



What you'll 

learn

Invent your Career to stay relevant

Shape your reality using your thoughts

How to make your impact in the new age of

entrepreneurship

Turning what you know into what you love

Keynote takeaways



Speaking 

Topics

Personal Brand Management for 

the New World of Work

Brand, Business & Your Future

Dare Yourself to BE Yourself

What do you want to know?

Susan will create an inspiring talk relevant 
for your audience based upon these 3 topics



Inspire Your Audience

Susan creates an impact & engages through her 
innovative ideas from the future that will change 
your business and career in the now.



Keynote

Wireless clip-on microphone 

One handheld microphone for 

audience participation 

Podium 

LCD Projector for PowerPoint 

presentation. 

Water 

Audio // Visual Requirements

Susan will bring her PowerPoint 
presentation on a memory stick for loading 
on to your system. 
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Workshop

Wireless clip on microphone 

LCD Projector for PowerPoint 

presentation 

Laptop computer. Due to the 

proprietary nature of her presentation, 

the file needs to be removed from 

client’s computer once the session is 

finished. 

Water

Audio // Visual Requirements

My workshops are interactive. To facilitate 
discussion and group work I prefer: 

Tables seating six to eight people, 
depending on the room size and total
number of participants 
Please make sure that participants can see 
the screen. (i.e. avoid pillars) 



Workshop

Connection to LCD projector for laptop 

computer 

Remote changer for moving 

PowerPoint slides– if laptop computer 

provided by client 

Water 

Table tents/name tags for participants, 

sharpie pens

NOTE: Technical person should be 

available during setup and during the 

presentation if microphones are used.

Audio // Visual Requirements

Alternatively, Susan may bring her own 
laptop computer with PowerPoint 
presentation to connect to your LCD 
projection system. In which case, a 
connection to the LCD projector for her 
laptop will be necessary. 



Materials

Presentation Materials/Handouts are 

emailed in advance so that my clients can 

reproduce high quality copies in sufficient 

quantity for the expected audience. 

Additional Requirements

Books & Programs: Educational materials 
are available on request. Discounts
available for larger orders. If no materials 
are ordered, Susan reserves the right to 
conduct back of room product sales. 
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"You can hide & blend in, or 

know when to fit it, but to be a 

true leader you must know 

when to stand out."
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Book Susan for your next event: 

yes@susanyoung.com.au 

UK +44 7903 166 995 

AUS +61 400 572 735



Thank  you.

Please don't hesitate to contact us if 

you have any questions
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